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ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

Phase 2—   Blue  99% 

Phase 3—  Sapphire 97.7%  

 

We have been incredibly proud of how the Harry Gosling community is managing the ever changing situation with the 

coronavirus outbreak. School will be closed until further notice from 3:30pm today, which we know will provide many 

challenges, but staying safe and well is our top priority. We will keep in touch via email and the website, and this will be 

our last newsletter until school re-opens. Take care of yourselves and each other.               - Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARDS 

 

Pink: Liyana– Equality - for working well in a group and sharing brilliantly. 

Owais– Equality- for being a kind friend to others. 

Green: Ismail – Equality—shown in how he manages his distractions and 
does not interrupt his friends during learning. 

Nusrat – Equality—shown in how she treats all her friends. 

Blue: Miraj - Excellence - great comprehension during reading. 

Jumaymah - Responsibility—very good focus when learning about time 

Orange: Alayna—Equality– making sure she includes all her peers in games 
on the playground and sure group work in the classroom. 

Sumayah—Teamwork– working brilliantly with others, during discussion in 
English she listened and responded to others thoughtfully.  

Lilac: Sanjana - Excellence—pushing herself to contribute more within 
whole class and group activities. Sanjana makes valuable contributions! 

Elnaz - Responsibility - taking the time to independently check her work to 
ensure it is the best it can be. 

Purple: Keyaan - Equality b-treating all his learning partners the same/ re-
spectfully.  

Yusef M - Equality - being concerned about how others are getting on! He is 
a kind and caring classmate.  

Scarlet: Khadijah—Equality- highlighting the ways we show equality within 
the classroom. 
Eshan - Teamwork -  helping Bethan out by translating for a new pupil. 
Amber: Neha U– Equality—joining in during PE as much as possible, despite 
having an injured foot!  

Daud– Excellence—working hard to improve his handwriting.  

Jade: Aaqibul –Equality - taking turns listening and sharing ideas with his 
peers when creating a healthy food recipe!  

Fahmida—Equality - showing great teamwork with her peers when design-
ing a healthy plate recipe. 

Sapphire:Rayhan –Responsibilty -participating well and working hard across 
all subjects. 

Nabil –Equality—always inviting others to join games he is playing on the 
playground and making sure things are fair and kind. 

Turquoise: Ahyaan –Equality - adapting his discussion skills to work with a 
new group 

Maryam –Teamwork—helping others and always cheering everyone up. 

 

 

DATES FOR THE TERM 

We do  not know when school will be re-

opening, so it is not possible to  plan 

ahead and give any dates to future 

events at the moment. 

HOUSE POINTS 

 Everest 

732  
Kilimanjaro 

742  

Snowdon 

738  
Ben Nevis 

736  

KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH SCHOOL 

We will be using our website to communi-

cate with you and your children during the 

school closure, so please ensure you check 

it for updates. All the letters that are sent 

to you via email are also saved on the web-

site. It is VERY important that we can reach 

you via email too so, if you have not been 

receiving emails then please check with the 

office that we have your correct contact 

details. Thank you! 


